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Not So Soft 

by Callie Plunket and Katie Pate 

You make me want to put a bag over my head and let beauty mean something more. 

Sometimes I envy Her straight lines. I don’t hate or even dislike her. I just want what She has. I 

long for pencil skirt legs and a top to match (a better golf swing). So torn between seventh-grade 

self-consciousness and wanting to be mostly invisible. 

One look at you and I blush. I go home and check the mirror to see what you see (in hopes that it’s 

something great). But I have my dad’s hair and his mother’s body and my mom’s great- 

grandmother’s indigenous cheeks. I break myself down into pieces because I haven’t figured it all 

out yet. These fragments are what I can handle these days. I look forward to the time when I will 

like everything and feel whole, even though deep down I hope those two things aren’t interrelated. 

The things I fear you see when you look at me make me want to thwack my hair off to a bob, learn 

the “debutante slouch” and bind my chest like Gwyneth and Zelda. Give me Titian. Pass me a 

corset, something. There’s no 30-Day Total Makeover for my soul. 

I cut off my subscriptions to W and Bazaar and Vogue five years ago. When will things change in 

my head? Because I will never catch up with those women. Even if I stopped eating again, I just 

don’t have access to the stylists and dermatologists that really make it happen. Five-six-and-a-half 

won’t get you anywhere. Two more inches, and I might have been something. 

But even when I thought I had quit playing the game, it still was not over. 

CS 

I am beautiful. I have glorious curves and skin as smooth as polished wood. My face is animated. 

My speech is intelligent. I can scream like one of the Furies and whisper like the most tender of 

lovers. My hands move when I talk, and humor glints in my eyes. My loving is both fierce and 

gentle. I am capable of giving, but am afraid to take. I am a human being, complex and startlingly 

simple. 

And yet, I am reduced when your eyes curl around my body, lazy, like cigarette smoke. Beneath 

your half-lidded gaze, you claim my thighs, belly and breasts. I stand very still. At some point, I 

assume you will reach my face and see my offense at your presumption. I am an object under your 

lifted leg. Am I expected to arch my back and preen in your yellow stream? 

You see, I am not yours and I do not allow you to claim me. I claim myself wholly: thighs, belly 

and breasts. I hate you for trying to slice up my anatomy and measure its pieces. I see you sigh 

and realize that you may never realize why I am so outraged. I am weary of wasting my breath. 

So please, just put your eyes back in their sockets and be on your way. 



reclaiming myself 

mine. 

the colors of the sky 
and earth and rain 
I soak into my belly 

like laughter. 
mine. 

the beauty around, 
within 

I claim with such a force 
that neither hell 

nor man 
may take it back. 

mine. 

in all the wholeness 
that I am 

with the body your eyes watched, 
I shine my life 

and laugh and move and be. 
with the body your hands touched, 

I clasp my heart 
and breathe and dance and love. 
with the body your arms claimed, 

I enfold myself 
with rich and soft and warm 

and inhale all the damp and new and joy 
of soggy sky and welcome earth, 

until the circle of my being 
fills deep with beauty whole within, 

and I am 
Mine. 

Heather Rachelle White 



PATRIA. By Steven James Saia. 25 March 1999. 

Prélogo. 

He bought three alcapurrias, one for his grandfather and two for 

himself. Food of this quality could never be gotten, not even in the 

States. He put the bag on the passenger seat and got into the car. 

The Ocean, that came both invitingly and ominously close to the 

Levitown strip, was dark. Putting on his sunglasses, and gazing at the 

rising sun, he breathed to himself, “Borinquen bella.” The road from 

Santurce to Dorado was deceptively beautiful, a border between the 

Ocean’s omnipotence and the vampirism of the city after dark. He drove 

along the road with thoughts of years past: thoughts evoked by the 

salitre and the sounds which are heard nowhere else. 

Uno. 

The pueblito of Mameyal was planted in an open space where the sun 

was so strong that it penetrated deep into the ground. The houses were 

bleached a pastel yellow and white by the salt air and the sun. A 

dusty, hairless dog limped its way over to some trash in the road, and 

looked at him fearfully from his one eye. 

“Capitan, ™ hevcalled ta, thes dog ag Hows sabe et lal yOu Stayer ee 

all these years?” Capitan responded by sniffing at the trash, and then 

limping over to a shady corner and sat down. 

His grandfather’s house stood before him, a patchwork of many col- 

ored tiles. The tiles, placed through the years without view to aes- 

thetics, looked more worn than he had remembered. The smell of his 

grandmother’s cooking had long since been replaced by the smell of 

urine and affliction. He walked into the house with slow, careful 

SCCDSE 

“Papa?” 

“Papa?” The windows of the house were all closed, and the smell 

arrested his breathing. Walking into his grandfather’s room, he found 

a dark, huddled figure in the rocking chair in.the corner. His grand- 

father looked like an abandoned child wrapped in a blanket which was 

stained by food andiiblood. The trritating, sound) ofmthe rusty elecer 

fan was languidly cycling the stale air about the room. A third call, 

and the figure looked up from behind the blanket. 

“Ernesto?” spoke the cracked, dry voice. 

“Yes, Papa. I’ve come to visit with you.” His grandfather weakly 

tried to get up: From his’ chains butchis impotent Legs srefused! hisiwi i 

“I’ve not had a visitor in some time,” he said as his grandson 

looked on him with despair, “Your aunt and uncles are very busy, you 

know.” He began to cough violently into his blanket. 

Ernesto took his skeletal hand, “Papa, come sit outside with me, 

it’s a beautiful day.” His grandfather shook his head, and coughed 

again. 



“Ernesto, please turn on the fan, I can’t hear it.” A tear fell 
Cromebrnesto aseye ac he sturned the fan to a higher setting: ~ He 

turned to face his grandfather, but he was already asleep. 

Dos. 

Ernesto walked along the edge of “La Posita”—a tiny space of 

beach partially enclosed by large rocks. He stopped to look out over 

the expanse of Ocean, and knelt down to remove his shoes. Across the 

rocky sand he could see the plain white church of his baptism. The 

gray sign that read, “Iglesia Pentecostal de Dorado” still lay broken 

on the ground. He walked to the edge of the water. Putting his foot 

into the coolness of it, he remembered the words of his Baptismal 

rite, and the resonant sound of the crashing waves echoed around him 

and inside him. He sat down reverently, and gazed blankly at the 

sharpness of the sun upon the water. Without thought, he began to 

take fist-fulls of the wet, coarse sand and scrubbed his arms with 

it. “Sefior...Sefior...” he repeated to himself. 

Tres. 

He paid the man for the menthol scrub at the bodega, and walked 

with his shoes in his hands back to the house. He entered the 

kitchen and found a big, iron pan which he filled with water and car- 

ried into his grandfather’s room. His grandfather opened his eyes, 

but said nothing. Ernesto took off his grandfather’s sandals, and 

placed his feet into the pan. 

Opening the tube of menthol scrub, he put some on his hand and 

Said quietly, “Papa-it will burn a little.” His grandfather stared 

back at him, and Ernesto began to apply the scrub to his legs. He 

rubbed it in with small, gentle circles, rinsing it periodically with 

the water from the pan. Ernesto softly hummed an old tune while his 

grandfather gently wept into his blanket. 

OUaGELO. 

Ernesto held his grandfather at the waist as they stepped bare- 

footed together onto the beach. His grandfather walked slowly, but 

held strongly onto Ernesto’s arm. They stopped several yards from 

the edge of the water and sat down on the sand. Ernesto pulled a 

small set of bongos out from the cloth sack he had slung on his back. 

He then handed the guiro from the sack to his grandfather. His 

grandfather accepted it, and held it carefully, like a piece of 

bread. He scraped it rhythmically and sang out with a deep rich 

voice the lyrics of a corito. Ernesto followed the beat, and joined 

in the singing-Fl vinéd a mi corazén. Their voices resonated loudly 

alongside the sound of the powerful Ocean. The sounds grew together 

until they lost their discreteness and became indivisibly one. The 

Sim drove its™rays into the chests of the two men, and they felt the 

moist air on their faces. 

Continued on next page 



5m Caley 

His grandfather had walked back to the house, humming coritos, leav- 

ing Ernesto alone on the beach. The sun was beginning to set. He stood 

up and the wind embraced his back. He closed his eyes for a moment. 

Then, he opened his eyes and began to run with all his speed and the 

speed of the wind which propelled him towards the water. Crashing into 

the Ocean, he swam rigorously further and further out. Tirelessly he 

Swam toward the setting red sun, pouring his strength back into the wa- 

ters. He stopped and smiled rapturously. He could see the coast from 

far away, and he looked with a selfless pride at the country before him. 

5 
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The Sentence 

I shook the hand of a felon today 

His palms were thirsty, in need of God’s grace 

Imprisoned with scars of a woman’s face 

Hands used to strangle life, now fold to pray 

Callouses once imprinted on soft skin, lay 

Forgiven not cumbered, soothed by God’s peace 

Newly born in Christ, rooted firm in place 

Incarcerated for life, there he must stay 

Worshiping with a desperateness, often 

Unseen in lavish red cushioned pews 

Where I have been, unwilling to soften 

Pangs of regret and envy, yet his Hue 

Dissolves stain, and only Christ’s nail scarred hands remain 

Stacy Gray 



Movie Review: Cookie’s Fortune 

directed by Robert Altman 

by Darla DeFrance 

Although beauty is probably too strong a word to invoke with 

respect to this movie, “Cookie’s Fortune” is about excessive 

preoccupation with outward appearances. Set in a small south- 

ern town where private matters inevitably become public, the 

film warns against the evils of valuing a facade over reality. 

When Cookie (Patricia Neal), a fiery but endearing widow, 

joins her dearly departed husband by shooting herself, her 

hysterical and domineering niece Camille (Glenn Close) is 

s aghast. Because “only crazy people commit suicide,” Camille 

quickly sets up the scene to look like a murder in order to preserve the family reputa- 

tion. Unfortunately, all evidence points toward Willis (Charles Dutton), Cookie’s 

closest friend and caretaker, as the murderer. 

This mildly dark comedy is clever and entertaining, but it tries too hard and lacks 

imagination. The tone of the movie is set in the first few minutes when a close-up on 

the church’s announcement board offers this little gem: “Pride and pretense are the 

jockeys of misfortune.” This shot reveals not only the movie’s ultimate theme, but 

also its heavy-handed moralism. 

Although | would have appreciated a bit more subtlety, “Cookie’s Fortune,” did 

manage to stay away from the more outlandish Hollywood stereotypes. It was never 

painful to watch, and | enjoyed it even if it didn’t say anything new. A feel-good movie 

with little depth, it’s worth seeing as a matinee on a rainy afternoon. 



Expectancy 

In a pregnant pause 

Poised between concept and delivery 

She listens with her mind’s ear 

To the Word dwelling within. 

In silence cadenced by heartbeat 

A promise awaits revelation. 

Hope seeded in miracle abides unspoken 

Sustained by her lifeblood and her love. 

As she ponders articulation 

She feels the quiet beginning to quicken 

Until time ripens into fullness and 

Wrenched by pangs demanding expression 

She opens 

To birth the voice issuing from her depths. 

With a a borning cry echoing in eternity 

The Word enters the world. 

-Virginia Mischen 

Photo by Steve Runholt 







The Underrated Pocket 

That ineffable material; stitched, formed, a minute sense of human security. 

Attached with scientific rationality— the great god of the Western world. The zenith of 

common sense, the apex of technology, the upshot of the cerebral left. Yet... magnifi- 

cently, the cessation does not occur here. Aesthetics vie for attention, importance, and 

their place in the larger picture. And dammit, they are heard. They get their position, 

and engender artistic beauty in the form of fashion. 

Could it be? A long-awaited harmony between hardened, left-brained rationality 

and right-brained artistic creativity? Twenty five hundred years of a dialectical cleft, a 

seemingly irreconcilable division, a philosophical quandary— solved here. “Function 

over form” need not apply, and neither should “form over function.” In this case, form 

and function are not mutually exclusive, nor are they superior or inferior, but rather 

codependent. What is this glorious “thing,” this grandiose device? None other than the 

pocket. 

The underrated pocket, expected on all items of clothing, yet given little attention 

or respect. Used and abused, but not contemplated. Used and abused, yet seldom 

repaired. The pocket— a historical presence, a human necessity. The pocket— a styl- 

ized element, necessary for hipness, coolness, and fashion juxtaposed with utility and 

function. All this aside, however, a lugubrious fact remains: the pocket is not trusted 

with food. 

People eat all kinds of food, yet rarely trust their pockets for holding this food. 

The food must always be wrapped in some foreign, environmentally hazardous sub- 

stance before ever getting consideration to be placed in a pocket. The pocket is 

deemed evil when considered to hold uncovered food. Surely the microscopic hairs and 

minute bits of lint have been 



over exaggerated! In reality, these would prove to be of little concern in the consumption 

of the food from the pocket. And why is it that a person never puts a half-eaten ham- 

burger in their pocket while they quickly run into the store to buy a soda, and then pull it 

out again to finish eating it? The pocket has been an object of prejudice in its ability to 

hold a plain sandwich or hamburger. 

How long must this madness continue? Most likely until the end of time, because 

the human heart is evil. For humans, the pocket remains simultaneously overrated and 

underrated: overrated on a cowboy’s plump ass; and underrated in its ability to store a 

half-eaten hamburger. But the real nature of the pocket remains: a unifier of art and 

rationality, of beauty and practicality, and a most worthy place to store a sandwich. 

-Devo Wright 
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MAD FAVOR 

(a Hip Hop Version of the Song of Songs) 

by Charles Manchild 

c. ASCAP 1999 

CHORUS: 

Mad favor, mad favor.' Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

It’s a beautiful thing when God makes you sing 

Praises about the love we getting that God is givin’ 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Yes our relationship got the mad bomb flava’’ 

because God’s givin’ it mad, mad favor. 

LOVER: 

It’s amazing to me,/ how God can be/ so full of mercy/ 

even though I never show that I am truly worthy/ 

of the gifts He gives me like you baby,./ 

No I never can understand how a man like me/ 

can be given a love that is as real as real can be./ 

When you, my shortie, bounce up to me?/ 

you’re more soothing than any forty ounce can be.*/ 

Your love I will stay with/ and will never ever play with./ 

CHORUS: 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

It’s a beautiful thing when God makes you sing 

Praises about the love we getting that God is givin’ 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Yes our relationship got the mad bomb flava’ 

because God’s givin’ it mad, mad favor. 

BELOVED: 

So beautiful is our love that it can only be/ 

something from the heavens above, don’t you see?/ 

Yeah Bo I’m so, so psyched to be with you*/ 

I could never leave you even if I wanted to/ 

because I am faced with a love that is tru—/ 

—ly/ from the capital G-O to the D./ 

The messages your love gives are so deep and subliminal/ 

they’re like the words of songs in an old church hymnal./ 

CHORUS: 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

It’s a beautiful thing when God makes you sing 

Praises about the love we getting that God is givin’ 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Yes our relationship got the mad bomb flava’ 

because God’s givin’ it mad, mad favor. 



LOVER: 

“you know many waters cannot quench real love.”/ 
This is what the Word says about love from above./ 

So true is my love for you that I love every part of you/ 

even your daughter./ Yes as a father/ I may not be 

her biological/ but I promise to be her psychological,/ 

financial,/ mental/ and spiritual/ caretaker/, money maker,/ 

preacher/ and teacher./ No evil is gonna reach her./ 

If she’s a part of you/ she’s a part of me too, Boo® ./ 

BELOVED: 

That’s all you need to sing/ for me to know you my king./ 

I'll be your queen bee/ because you accept me/ and 

she—we three/ as a family/ Yeah I see the fact that 

you is real Jack/ and you got what it takes 

to stand firm in your faith—firm enough/ for the three of us/. 

With God as the energy source, you as the connector/ 

And me as the partner our family got the energy to make the world better/ 

with the right balance/ to fight the world’s challenge./ 

CHORUS: 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

It’s a beautiful thing when God makes you sing 

Praises about the love we getting that God is givin’ 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Mad favor, mad favor. Our love got mad favor. 

Yes our relationship got the mad bomb flava’ 

because God’s givin’ it mad, mad favor. 

'*mad favor’ means to have amazing favor (in God’s sight). 

* ‘mad bomb flava’ means to have an amazingly good taste or qualities. 

? ‘when you my shortie bounce up to me’ means ‘when you my lady approach me’ 

* ‘you’re more soothing than any forty ounce can be’ means ‘you make me comfortable and relaxed’ 

° ‘vea boo I’m so, so psyched to be with you’ means ‘yes my love I am very, very happy to be with you’ 

° *‘Boo’ means ‘my love.’ 
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This dusty little frame is a window of some twenty years ago, 

You and I in matching suits, brown coats with light blue shirts. 

It is a beautiful picture, some might say, 

A cute little eight year old boy, 

Chubby cheeks beaming a buck-toothed grin, 

A proud mother, striking to behold, 

Poised with dignity. 

So why did I always see another picture? 

The stiffness of those suits and the forced poses, 

The neatness of your hair, perfectly perfect, 

And the smiles that mask the struggles of future years, 

Of the times when we made each other cry? 

Because a chasm of growing-pain stands between Now and Then, 

Because I saw through a frustrated lens - a distorting reality. 

That is why. 

And yet... 

We stand in the Now where we can see 

That time heals, that God heals, 

And that Love continues to work even when we have failed it, 

Each other, 

Ourselves. 

I stand in the Now, for in the quiet solitude of peace-time, 

I have come to know you better. 

You have always loved me. Always. 

And so I see yet another picture in that same old frame, 

In that window of some twenty years ago. 

Peering through the glass into the child’s room 

I am thankful, thankful for you, 

Thankful that I can see now what we were then: 

A little boy running in laughter, 

Chest pounding the breathlessness of youth. 

A mother chasing close behind him, 

Content with the chase, and with the simple fact that she makes him smile. 

Content to never actually catch him. 

1.B.D. 



Gifts 

Child of God, 

Little girl. 

Don’t grow up on me. 

I live for you 

And I pray 

That such love 

Would not escape 

Your lively shell. 

Lamb of God, 

Tiny lass. 

Don’t grow tall on me. 

I long for you 

And I know 

That such grace 

Should not fall from 

Your perfect heart. 

Gifts of God, 

Caring ones. 

Don’t go far from me. 

Pll fly with you 

And rejoice 

This broken world 

Your beauty heals. 

John M. Semmes 



The Beauty of Dereliction 

This tree | made. | made all trees. 

And yet it has risen up against me. 

Alas, O tree, how have | deserved this? 

These nails are iron. | made all iron. 

And yet this iron rends my flesh and binds my limbs in pain. 

Alas, O iron, how have | deserved this? 

These soldiers are men. | made all people. 

And yet they have mocked me and humiliated me as if they were not men. 

They have stripped me, and beaten me black and blue, and crowned me with pain, 

Although | love them and came to save them. 

Alas, all people, why do you treat me so? 

My body is full of pain from crown to toe. 

It is not enough that | should have nails in my wrists, 
And wounds on my back, but they must crown me with thorns as well. 

My body has betrayed me. It fills me with pain, and will not hold out death. 

Yet | made all bodies. Flesh and nerves | made for strength and joy and pleasure. 
How have | deserved this? 

| shall address myself to God, who never would betray me. 

| suffer in God’s name; God shall still love me. 

But what is this I find? Do you not hear me? 

Alas! | was with you from the beginning and before the beginning. 

All other things we made to find their rest in you, 

But | of my very nature am with you. 

You have flowed through my soul as blood flows through a body, 

You have been my life and inseparable from me, and so have | been yours. 

| was you, and you were me. Where are you now? 

All other griefs | could bear, singly or together, all other sorrows. 

But the loss of thee - that sorrow alone, God, breaks my heart, 
And | cannot live without you. Those who were my foes are now my friends, 
Because they bring me death when | cannot bear to live. 

Yet still | love you more than my own heart, more than my life, 

And on my lips burns the question, it burns so that my heart writhes in agony . . . 

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? 

Timothy Allen 



Sight 

by Kent Annan 

Seeing that is blind for all its illumination, for its limp like a ragged pirate of old who began to 

see and feel and walk when a patch replaced his left eye, a hook his right hand, a wooden stump 

his left foot, that made for symmetry so pretty... 

CHRIST! someone yelled oil-slick smooth that came back as a natural disaster. 

Symmetric the way his arms stretch out that way so taut, his rib cage sucked airtight with a hole 

just below showing layers of intricate flesh and vibrant blood, his feet together like two natures 

pierced by one nail, and a crown like icing... 

CHRIST! someone yelled with saltwater breath that came back as an echo hug. 

Through one eye beauty is as ugly as sin, as disastrous as Valdez, as meaningless as the man 

valiantly halting a trail of tanks on their way to Tiennamen... for 5 minutes. But through the 

other eye. Through the other eye. Through the other eye once blind (now full of tears after 

finally being made to see): beautiful salvation. 

OVERFLOWING 

Something 
out of nothing 
and not just any somethng 

but exactly this— 

and music | 
and how would you explain it 

and would you dare? 

Jon Paul Sydnor 

with color and flavor and scent 



To pay no attention to 

the world’s beauty ts, 

perhaps, so great a 

crime of ingratitude 

that tt deserves the 

punishment of 

affliction. 

Simone W. 
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lust 

religion 

racism 

loans 

poverty 

mirrors 

nuclearbiological chemical weapons 

presidents 

lies 

te ee is et is  .  e 

(e) H. sapiens \ (d) H. habilis (c) A. boisei | 

the unleashed POWER OF THE ATOM 

has changed everything 



SUCCESS 

advertising 

reliance on oil 

television 

unforgivness 

classism 

Capitalism 

militaries 

hunger 
sexism 

(b) A. robustus (a) A. afarensis 

save our modes of thinking 

and we thus drift toward unparalleled CATASTROPHE 
- Albert Einstein 



a weekday afternoon 

i feel impotent. 

sperm banks overflowing overstocked full. 

eggs by the dozen. 

no one needs me anymore. 

a when did the clock strike midnight. 

my pumpkin carriage, side of the road. 

2 not a breaking news story. 

a ee they say the president is going down. 

: on the talk show punching, cry confessing. 

t.v. stole the meaning from tears. 

but nobody never meant no harm. 

to me. 

but they don’t need me. 

= they wouldn’t miss me; faster breathing. 

- / : you wouldn’t miss my tears. 

/ if tomorrow i left forever. 
j you can clone my paralysis to market as a nicotine patch. 

as nicotine gum. 

to numb all passers-by. 

passing by me. 

alone in the sperm bank. 

looking for love. 

looking to create. 

looking at death. 

at life. 

and drained of power. 

kent annan 

The Testament is a publication for creative expressions of theology and faith, produced by and for the Princeton Theological 

Seminary community. Views expressed in The Testament are not necessarily shared by the editors or PTS. Feedback welcome. 

Editors: Kristi Upson (sbn 646) & Kent Annan (sbn 095) 

Technical Design: Michael Mann (sbn 388) 

Cover photographs: Chrissie Knight 

The theme of the next issue 1s ‘Beauty.’ April 9th is the deadline for submissions. 



A Haiku 

Power to define, 
owned mostly by rich white men, 
deprives me of my self. 

Where can | go to 
revive my state of being 
when | am not heard? 

My breasts are in view, 
causing the male to look down. 
What is there to see? 

My mother taught me 
to curl my hair and wear skirts. 
She gets her nails done. 

Men like soft sweaters 

that cling closely to large breasts. 
Can my breasts compete? 

Thick lips with glossy 
color cause men to draw near 

with desire to touch. 

But / shine in speech 
where | expose my beauty 
and share my person. 

| feel power when 
| am heard by open ears 
waiting for my words. 

Listen to women. 
We are greater than our sex, 
yet we are our sex. 

Put me in a robe 

that will not show my breasts if 
this is all you see. 

| am God’s daughter, 
empowered by a passion 
to love and to serve. 

Only God can know 
how wonderful my breasts are, 
as they feed my child. 

| am created 

to sustain life in our child. 

Don’t take that away. 

- Kristin Hutson 

drawing by 
Christine Thomas 



“Welcome to America.” 

“Say something in Spanish.” 

“That prayer was in Spanish. 

[dont know Spanish. He 

may as well not have said 

anything at all.” 

As a woman you should be 

more responsible. Men cant 

help the fact they lust; its 

just how they are.” 

“They re looking for minorities. 

1 know tts a raw deal 

but tf you can play that card, 

you might as well do it.” 

“You re not like the rest of them 

in the inner city. 

You work hard.” 

Ruth de Jesus Utz 

Words I’ve heard and will never forget 

the kinds of words that anger me and haunt me. 

Words Ill never be able to disassociate 

even after I’ve forgiven. 

Words that make me wonder what I’ve said 

to someone’s mental word recorder. 

Words they will remember always 

and that they came from me. 

Words we were taught could never hurt 

like sticks and stones can do. 

Words have power to build and destroy 

and we have used them at will. 

Words can place someone in a state of oppression 

or keep them there. 

Words can create worlds 

that are free or like cages. 

Words crucified Jesus, 

chants of an angry crowd. 



Forgive? Love Even Man of Alabaster Hue: A Mountaintop View 

History weaves tainted tapestry of peoples’ pain 

Torsos twisted, heads tattered, minds tamed 

Navels bear hushed and harrowed shame 

_ Brow-beaten mothers seek freedom’s gain 

Masters, misery amid measured and minuscule means 

_ Scarred and stripped children long remain unseen 

Fathers scorched by Satan’ Sizzling Sun 

- Bodies buried in bloody raging waters run 

Unthinkable, unspeakable, inconceivable of you 

Forgive! Love even man of alabaster hue? 
Civil Rights heroines, heroes, hymns shape delicate team 

Selah ate) AMEE CIMA Lule ioctl. Alabaster and Ebony taste sweet and bitter days redeemed 

Reconciled spirits resonate trom a mountaintop view! Assimilation and integration fashion a decade imbued 

Assassination and anticipation erode a spirit renewed 

Strides and struggles stifled by war’s endless sorrow 

Advances and avenues stricken by a decade’s bloody horrors 

Men and women of courage eat the grave’s dust beneath 

Riots, rhetoric and restless hearts a nation’s soul bequeath 
Bonding, bridge-building dictate inner-city landscape 

Unconscionable, insufferable, unbelievable of 
Alabaster retreat render neighborhoods’ deplorable state e Ae 

‘ hae hf Forgive! Love even man of alabaster hue? 
Plans negotiated, lives disintegrated, cast away politics g 

Nature’s soaring eagles blaze a path of higher ground 
Bullets in backs, ballots in stacks, babbling hypocrites Piste P Dee 

Bene cose estcenaational secwarpiateenace mind Reconciled spirits rejuvenate us from a mountaintop view! 

Religious radio, talkshow tales, children left behind 

Retrogression, persecution beset cities’ social milieu 

Alabaster anger, majority malaise send message overdue 

Unconscionable, insufferable, unbelievable of you 

Forgive! Love even man of alabaster hue? 

Nature’s rainbows sculpt an arch reaching hearts gone home 

Reconciled spirits rescue us from a mountaintop view! a 
How long horror, how long hurt, how long humiliation 

When testifying Truth talked from a woman's agitation 

Decades of mothers declare innocent son's fate 

Lawyers briefs blast and juries practice hate 

Hapless children, homeless fathers, hopeless hearts 

Abound in America’s cities shunning a new start 

Corporations, universities amend policies of open door 

Ebony men and women’s destiny breached forevermore 

Unconscionable, insufferable, unbelievable of you 

Forgive! Love even man of alabaster hue? 

Carol Ann North Nature’s stars scintillate in a backdrop of heaven anew 

Excerpt from an eleven stanza poem Reconciled spirits return us to a mountaintop view! 



the sandy row 

I saw it happen....... 

2 boys watching. 

the influence....... 

2 boys watching. 

early July, protestant sandy row in belfast 

1 overflowing mass of people....... 
2 boys watching. 

a festive neighborhood, full of energy and expectation 

2 boys watching. 

the band goes quiet and the crowd makes space 

12 running legs....... 

1 slow moment....... 

6 semi-automatic machine guna....... 
2 boys watching. 

weapons lifted to the heavens, rounds spilling into the air 

1 display of power....... 
1 cheering mass of people....... 

4 eyes fixed....... 
2 boys longing. 



this neighborhood might as well be their whole world 

Pes ALLOOCGE DICC DSi a. 
1 enormous rush....... 
2 boys longing. 

then their fixed eyes formed intransigent hearts 

2 boys sucked in. 

the innocent wallow in who they believe to be heroes 

2 men wondering how they got where they are. 

does the older generation realize what it sows? 

-mac schafer 



Power oi the Cross 

crux ansata/ ankh cross 

The ancient Egyptians used the ankh as a 

symbol of eternal life by combining the tau, 

(the symbol of life) with the circle (the symbol 

of eternity). 

crux quadrata/ greek cross 

A cross having four equal arms typically repre- 

sented to ancient peoples the four elements of 

which all things were created: earth, air, water, 

and fire. 

fylfot cross/ swastika 

The fylfot cross, common 

to many ancient civiliza- 

tions, is thought to have 

originated from a picto- 

graph of the sun revolv- 

ing. In Norse mythology, 

it symbolized the hammer 

of the god, Thor. Also 

believed to have been an 

Aryan symbol, Hitler 

placed a black swastika on 

the National Socialist 

Party banner during his 

horrifying reign. 

page by Erin Roberts 

and Kristi Upson 

Uses and Abuses 

Chi-Rho cross 

Early Christian symbols of crosses were not associ- 

ated with the crucifix. In fact, the early Christians 

forbade the use of images because of Jewish Law. 

Early crosses were merely a monogram for Christ: 

a chi-rho combination. 

When the cross came to 

represent the cross of cruci- 

fixion, Jesus was originally 

shown alive and dressed 

royally, with his arms spread 

in a blessing, and not nailed 

to the cross. However, the 

crucifixion gradually became 

more realistic: Jesus wore a 

loincloth, was bearded, and 

the crown of thorns, wounds, 

and an expression of anguish 

were added. Later, Protes- 

tants removed the body of 

Christ to emphasize the 

resurrection. 

Latin or long cross 

the fiery cross 

On their website, the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 

offer this depraved reasoning: 

“The fiery cross is used as a Klan symbol represent- 

ing the ideals of Christian civilization. In no way 

does it represent a desecration of the cross, for it 

actually represents the lighting of the cross, that is, 

the truth and the light of Jesus Christ, our sacred 

cause and the blazing spirit of Western Christian 

Civilization.” 



1S Photo by Baron Mull 
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af, a Getshia 

by Jeff Scholes 

It is common knowledge that a 

captivating appearance can, and 

usually does, lead to success in 

this world. Arthur Golden, in his 

ambitious first novel, Memoirs of a 

Geisha, pulls the reader into the 

world of the Japanese geisha 

(exquisite women groomed for the 

purpose of entertaining powerful 

men) where the reliance on appear- 

ance is starkly evident. Presented 

as the memoirs of a true geisha in 

Japan in the 1930’s and 40’s, this 

work of fiction is as seamless as 

the dictation of an actual geisha. 

The accuracy is all the more 

compelling when considering that 

the author is a Harvard grad from 

Chattanooga. 

Our immersion into this geisha 

world is accomplished through the 

memoirs of Sayuri, the protago- 

nist, as she struggles to find mean- 

ing in her existence as one of the 

most desired geisha in all of Japan. 

The memoirs begin, however, by 

describing her modest upbringing 

in a small fishing village. The 

innocence of Sayuri’s youth is 

quickly destroyed when her father 

sells her to a ‘geisha broker’. 

a book review 

Startling as this transition seems, it 

serves as a representation of the 

overall manner in which females 

are treated in Japan (and, no doubt, 

elsewhere). They are property that 

can be auctioned off to suit the 

desires of upper class males. Such 

is the lot in Japan, and for women 

training to be geisha, lives of 

subordination are all too apparent. 

“They are property that can 

be auctioned off to suit the 

desires of upper class 

males. Such is the lot...for 

women training to be 

geisha.” 

Sayuri happens to be uniquely 

beautiful and, therefore, a precious 

commodity. It is not long before 

she becomes a full-fledged geisha 

and is plunged into the nightlife of 

the city of Gion. Geisha are 

expected to entertain the men who 

visit the tearooms, which may 

simply entail enduring countless 

stories told by men who need 

beautiful women around while they 

get drunk. This is an occupational 

hazard for the geisha, but one that 

is diligently carried out; for the 

men have the money. 

RES TSE Ew 

Memoirs of a Geisha 

is a national bestseller 

by Arthur Golden 

Accordingly, the ultimate aspiration — 

of the geisha is to obtain a danna, or 

a wealthy benefactor who will per- 

manently endow her with financial 

security. Sayuri falls in love with an’ 

influential businessman who has no © 

knowledge of her infatuation, much » 

less interest in becoming her danna. ' 

For the first time, Sayuri must make 

decisions that conflict with her role — 

as a geisha in order to remain true to 

herself. However, she must accom- 

plish this within a system that cat- 

egorically suppresses such autonomy 

in women. Her resolution, without 

giving away the story’s ending, 

appropriately honors both the tradi- 

tion of the geisha and the integrity o 

the human will that longs to break 

with tradition. 



iterestingly, self-reflection only 

iccurs towards the end of Sayuri’s 

zishahood. She rarely questions the, 

ft: times, bizarre rituals that she must 

vadure in order to please men—an end 

jat hardly explains the means. The 

_eisha is a pawn in a power game 

those role is continually tinkered with 

-y whimsical power mongers. This 

2emingly vain existence repeatedly 

irows Sayuri into despair which— 

_rhen contrasted with her memory of 

er life before being sold—might lead 

) insight. However, insight only 

omes as a consequence of her retro- 

pect rather than from her present 

isappointment. In this way, Golden 

rilliantly creates her character. 

yayuri recalls the events of her life in 

detached way—as if they were 

\appening to another person. For 

nstance, when another geisha ruins 

sayuri’s chances of procuring a certain 

lanna by spreading lies about her, 

Sayuri is understandably upset but not 

vet able to see that the structure is 

nore at fault than another geisha’s 

jes. And yet, she works within her 

‘ole as a geisha to enact revenge. She 

hen coldly recounts this act is if she is 

anwilling to upset the image of what a 

zeisha should be. 

ndicative of the insulated world that 

is geisha, Golden rarely mentions the 

historical setting outside of Gion. 

Even though the geisha world is self- 

contained, it cannot withstand the 

effects of World War II. To his credit, 

the author acknowledges the devasta- 

tion when he sends Sayuri into exile 

for seven years as the worker in a 

kimono-dyeing mill. The geisha world 

is destroyed and its fragments have 

integrated into the fabric of a larger 

world. Yet, when it is time for Gion to 

resurrect its nightlife, Golden deposits 

Sayuri back in the teahouses as if 

nothing had happened in those trau- 

matic seven years. The fragments are 

sewn together too seamlessly. More- 

over, there is no residue of the war that 

caused the fragmentation in the first 

place. With the exception of some 

American soldiers replacing Japanese 

men in the teahouses, Sayuri’s mem- 

oirs reveal no effects of the chaos that 

she, no doubt, experienced. 

However, on the whole, Golden cap- 

tures the essence of the geisha and 

transmits it eloquently to the reader. In 

the process, he paints a bleak picture 

of a country entrenched in patriarchy 

and a caste system of sorts. Only 

through this bleakness can a geisha 

such as Sayuri emerge. For, ironically, 

only in this constricting world can a 

woman realize her own inner freedom. 

While this is rare in the geisha, when it 

is allowed to germinate, the inner 

freedom can bloom abundantly among 

the weeds. 

Beauty of the Resurrection 

This year’s Spring Concert is 

titled ““An Easter Rejoicing;”’ 

The Testament’s Spring theme 

is “Beauty.” Together, we are 

asking for visual interpreta- 

tions. 

We request paintings, 

sketches, or photographs that 

relate to the theme: Beauty of 

the Resurrection. One piece 

of art will be chosen to appear 

on publicity posters and the 

program for the Spring Con- 

cert; another will be featured in 

The Testament. 

The artist of each piece will 

receive $50. Submissions are 

due at the Chapel Office by 

March Ist. Please participate 

with us as we prepare already 

to celebrate God’s love in the 

life, death and resurrection of 

Jesus Christ. 

Here is one of the poems that 

will be used as a lyric for the 

Concert: 

Art by art shall be assailed; 

To the cross shall Life be 

nailed: 

From the grave shall hope be 

hailed; 

So, behold, all the gates of 

heaven unfold. 

-Latin Hymn, 1582 



IT was there in the beginning: 

“Go ahead, eat of this fruit, 

it will give you knowledge” 

because knowledge is p ! 

IT was there in my homeland when those cursed 

ships landed on our shores, “The Jesus” 

the “Santa Maria.” 

“O you great chief of the Ashanti tribe. We need 

slaves to take back with us to Christopher’s 

newly founded promise land. Can you give us 

some Wolof’s or Fulani peoples. If you give us 

your brothers, we will give you gold, money,” 

because money is p ! 

IT was there with Adolph in the Fatherland: 

“Purify! Purify! Purify! Our blood. 

For this is the will of God!” 

Because purity Is p ! 

IT was there with William Jefferson Clinton: 

“Oh don't worry young intern, 

it's only sex,” 

because sex is p ! 

And now our feature presentation! 

IT’S HERE WITH US NOW. AMONG THE 

PREACHERS: 

“Learn Barth, Calvin, Niebuhr, and every 

other p ful scholar who are expert at 

talking about Jesus,” because theological 

speculation is POWER! 

(continued on next page) 



Coiled above me, it waits. IT’s skin is all: 

Slippery, dangerous, Capitalistic, paranoid, Psychotic, 

Slimy, 
Scaly, 
Cold, 

Hard, 

Deceptive, 

Angry, 
Confused, 

Colonial, 

raped, 

dastardly, 

rough, 

racist, 

sexist, 

lost, 

lonely, 

sad, 

Frustrated, supremacist, homophobic, spoiled, 

Insecure, 

Materialistic, 

Hypocritical, 

Depressed, 

Vicious, 

Prozac-soothed, 

Self-destructive, 

Sexually confused, 
Multi-colored, 

And 

Perhaps 

One day——shedded! 

by Darweshi Lisimba 

JOURNEYMAN 

I’m looking for a truth 

that | can live, 

a powerful truth 

that carries me, 

and not one 

that | support 

as it limps along. 

-Jon Paul Sydnor 



Poverty’s Purse 

Its value exceeds that of paper and coin. 

Bulging pockets and impenetrable safes 

inept to secure its purest form. 

It boasts of nothing mundane. 

Something strange, yet familiar. 

You know it when impecunious realities persist, 

but illusory are they because someone else became 

poor. 

Unconditional essence in multidimensional 

expression it takes shape. 

A gift undeserved floating and free. 

It is divine, misplaced in secular sentiments. 

Agape, Philia, and Eros declare custody of our existence, 

though too few understand their real worth. 

Vaults of jealousy, avarice, and hatred fling open at the 

meeting of He who holds the key to all savings. 

All that we treasure is indebted to this purse. 

Freedom, Faith, and Fortune—mere facades, and 

inaccessible if poverty’s price ‘twas not purchased. 

Nickles and dimes an abominable exchange. 

An embossed “In God We Trust” is unseen to the faithless. 

But hopes unfathomed are perceived at a lasting stare. 

I know the wealth of love’s purse. 

Personal goodness was a blind guide. 

Poverty helped me to know its power. 

Pain, an allowance, to see that it has no boundaries. 

I taste the cup of all three—Agape, Philia, and Eros 

Knowing fully well ‘twas not on account of me. 

So I am rich with lint pockets in as much as 

His wounds increased. 

And for my debt, grace the lingering receipt. 

Kenyatta R. Gilbert 



dead dogs 

What is your servant that you 

should notice one like me. Dogwood 

breathes on this broken, mismolded 

clay prostrate below the intricacies 

of dappled branches, gossamer shadow 

webs of filtered light. Blades of green, 

bent and crushed, rise up despite 

to hold and caress in a gentle bed 

of resilient, matted forgiveness. For what 

are you to take notice of a dead dog 

like me. For what are you, profound 

mystery that makes marrow bones ache 

to howl forth with joy. 

Jason Hickman 

_.A demonstration 

Cradle 

“I love you.” 

Three glorious words 

whispered laboriously 

through parted, pale lips. 

Twenty-three years of 

angry words and pregnant silences 

drowned in my baptism, 

as a surge of tears stripped 

away my scales to reveal 

the soft, soaked, pink skin 

of a panicked child who has 

forever longed to cling to her mother, 

the triumphant release of a voice 

whose cries had been muffled for years. 

Two freed spirits soared 

breaking the chains 

of the past as the 

last grains of sand fell. 

Curled up in her Creator’s arms, 

she cradled me for a lifetime. 

“T love you.” 

Alisa Pearson 

of tLe Upirit’s PoweR ._. 

| Cor. 24 



drawing by Ingrid Driggers 

Wind 

peak to us tonight, powerfully. 

Overwhelm us and carry us 

to where we would not go. 

We are too weak to travel; 

we would suffer where we are. 

Lift us up and send us 

to the place we would not know. 

Jon Paul Sydnor 



Power to Save 

by Tim Allen 

We took our boat out one clear afternoon. The water was calm, but the sea can be 

tricky, and by evening it was working up to a storm. We're men of the sea, and so we 

knew it would last all night. There was nothing to do but keep offshore, wait for dawn, 

and hope for the best. 

About three in the morning, when John was on watch, he called out that something 

was coming toward us, or perhaps we were being blown toward it. We stared, not 

knowing if it were a rock or a boat or a point of land. The sea was really rough by then, 

and I was even betting whether we'd survive. Then John cried, "It's a ghost!" and I have 

to admit it did look like a ghost. We'd been working all night remember, the waves 

were theatening to capsize us, and now this thing was coming at us over the water. The 

others started screaming. Or maybe | started it. At a time like that you can't control 

yourself. Don't let anyone tell you otherwise. Then we heard His voice, telling me to 

walk over the water to him, like Peter did long ago. Well, I was so scared that it might 

SRC GTESEC ATE Of be a ghost, that I leapt in to find 

not knowing what it was out. I was more scared of not 

than I was of drowning.” knowing what it was than I was 

of drowning. 

I found [ could walk all right, though I had to be careful, with the sea heaving 

beneath me, and the wind pressing against me, sometimes almost bowling me over. 

Soon I could see that the figure really was our Lord. Well, one fear drives out another, 

they say. Now I knew there was no ghost, I was afraid of the wind and water. It was one 

big storm. Suddenly, I couldn't stay up any longer. I began to sink. With my last breath 

I cried, "Lord, save me!" My head went under, but his hand reached down after me. I 

| grabbed it, but my hand was numb and wet, and I couldn't hold on. 

Suddenly, somehow, my thumb caught hold. I clutched him in blind panic, not 

knowing or caring how my thumb had suddenly got such a strong grip. He had me now, 

and I could almost feel the muscles tense in his legs and back as he hauled me out of 

the water. My head broke the surface, and the water ran off in streams. Then I saw 

where my thumb had gripped so strongly. It had gotten in the hole in his hand and 

lodged fast. The hole that they'd made with a nail, so that he could reach out to the 

entire world and grasp us by the hand. I guess that's how he got the power to save, on 

that Friday long ago. 
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W(is)(do)M 
in remembrance of E.L. 

(a Dieu, companero...) 

...1n the end which is not the end 

coming across the end which is the beginning of the end 

you may find yourSelf in a place which is no place 

in silence that dares not speak 

yet utters a word 

in the only language it can use 

to betray itself 

(charity in the face of death) 

in the-e-nd which is not the-e-nd 

coming across The-e-nd which is the beginning of the-e-nd 

a place 

in Silence 

a word 

language 

itself 

(expectation, even in the lack of charity) 

in which 

Coming 

is 

a 

silence 

Word 

self 

Saying 

the unSaid... 

(fidelity, to the other, to the Utmost, to the end) 

-derek george 
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My Neighbors 
by Timothy Allen 

We were too poor to live in Goshen. We lived in an Egyptian village. Most of 

my friends were Egyptians. | rarely saw a fellow Jew. | shall never forget the first 

Passover. Later, | heard that the other Jews enjoyed it, but it was different for us. 

All the firstborn around us were dying. The night was pierced by shrieks of pain, as 

God's angel killed our neighbors, and more voices joined the sobs that filled the air. | 

heard someone shriek with fear and run out of his hut into the night. He crashed 

into something, and fell with a thud. We sat there trembling, wondering who it was. 

Next morning, | went out early, and found Ali. It was he who ran out in the 

night, and fell and broke his neck. He must have died before the angel caught him. | 

shall never forget that face, twisted with pain and fear, the mouth gaping open for 

one last shriek. His eyes seemed to speak. 

"| am an Egyptian, a slave of Pharoah. Because of him | died. God delivers 

you, but kills me. Why, my neighbor?" Then | realized that my deliverance meant his 

death. Quickly, | covered his face so that my family would not see it, and | wept. 

We caught up with our fellow Jews. They were happy, because they were going 

to be free. When we passed a town and heard weeping, they laughed and hurled 

insults, but we wept, covering our faces, because we were afraid of what our com- 

panions would do to us. Every house, thousands of them, contained another Ali. 

All the way to the Red Sea, | could not eat, and fell unconscious on the way. 

They carried me across. | never saw the miracle of its parting. In the morning | ate a 

little and rose, leaning on my firstborn. He took me to the beach, to show me where 

the sea had parted. 

Others were there, Even Moses was frightened of me. | under- 
mocking the drowned stood something he did not, that God loved 
Egyptians, but to me and pitied the Egyptians even as his angel 
they all looked like Ali, 

poor Ali drowned 

again and again. 

Later, | did not grumble against God. | did not ask for the fleshpots of Egypt. | 

spoke out against Aaron and the golden calf. So the People knew that | understood 

God better than they, better even than Aaron. Even Moses was frightened of me. | 

understood something he did not, that God loved and pitied the Egyptians even as 

his angel was killing them. Often | heard Moses rejoice over the Egyptian dead, and 

my eye would catch his, and he would fall silent, confused by what he saw there, a 

pain and love he did not understand. 

Things go well for my firstborn, Joshua, who is now Moses' disciple. He has 

forgotten what he knew. Recently | spoke to him of Ali. But he asked, "Who's Ali?" 

| am old, and none of my generation will reach the promised land. | am sorry 

for Moses and the others, but for myself | don't mind. | do not think we will enter it 

without much bloodshed. | am glad that | will not have to draw my sword in that war. 

No matter how many different races live there, they would all look like Ali to me, 

because | forsee for them the fate that Ali met. Innocent and guilty alike, they will be 
cut down. | have the wisdom to know that God cares for them, but not the wisdom to 
know why they must die. 

was killing them. 
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Fences 
by Jason Hickman 

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." 
Psalms 111:10 

Through the chain-link fence I see 

the children; run, twirl, yell, point; 

fingers lifted high by excitement 

and the thrill of freedom that courses 

through their veins. This is their kingdom. 

Here they are the kings of the hill, the swings, 

the slide. Here they reign supreme, knowing 

the figures on the fringes are watchful 

rule-makers who are to be listened to 

but who, hopefully, seldom speak. 

Yet some run to the fence, test 

their strength, gaze outward toward 

the mystery of the wooded lots. They 

long to climb, go over the top, 

run from any who would make them 

line up, listen to the bell, play 

by the rules. They yell to one 

another as they grip, shake, climb - 

always drawn back at the last 

by a warning, fearful of consequence. 

Moses, taken to the mountain top, 

allowed to look but not to possess. 

Fingers white around the chain-links, 

knowing his boundaries, what has been 

allowed him, his friends, wife, children 

and brother. Yet knowing the deep 

ache down in the bone, before having 

to lay down in the dust, to break 

away just once. Run for the woods. Turn 

just where the trees and wilderness begin, 

to howl at the king, swings and slide 

before slipping away from the sun 

and into shadow's cool deceit. 
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WISDOM IN LISTENING TO WISE COUNSEL 

I so love to talk that I often want to apologize to my mouth for such an unending opening. I 

love to talk more than I love to eat. However, in the spring of 1999, I received the wise counsel of 

Kate Bilis-Bastos, Assistant for Specialized Ministries, Field Education because after I talked and 

talked and talked, I listened. Though I shared unrelentingly with Kate what I sought to accomplish 

in my international field education experience, I noticed that she spoke little and listened much. 

I advised Kate of my first, second and third choice for an international field education 

assignment. I explained to her that my first choice would suit all of my professional and personal 

interests. I persisted in order that we might work together to confirm my first choice. Because I 

believed that I needed to exhibit my gifts and talents in this particular city in Europe, I talked. 

Because I concluded that I wanted to experience the ministry, music, and art of this city and sur- 

rounding historical cities, I talked. Because I confessed that I planned to journey to a World Con- 

ference for my denomination in a neighboring European country, I talked. I talked about what I 

needed, what I wanted, and what I planned. I tried to listen but I found myself talking incessantly. 

Alas, my beloved Kate listened and proceeded to assist me in establishing this international 

field education assignment in the city of my first choice. Because I talked so much about my 

desire to bask in the beauty of this historical city, I realized that I failed to know whether God 

agreed with my placement choice. 

After many days, I learned that my first choice did not materialize. Now I faced a grueling 

challenge. I must listen to the wise counsel of Kate. Kate began to talk of a city, which many 

others and I did not recognize in a country that I did not plan to visit any time soon. Kate coun- 

seled with me and told me of the potential for ministering in this South American country and the 

promise of a precious encounter there. The more Kate counseled the more the Holy Spirit 

prompted me to listen, listen, listen. 

Because I listened to Kate’s wise counsel, I consented to satisfy my professional, personal 

and spiritual goals in this field education experience in Fortaleza, Brazil. Much to my great joy, 

the unfailing love, disarming patience and selfless sharing of my brothers and sisters in Fortaleza, 

Brazil nourished my soul. I witnessed the good and perfect gift of God’s grace in the lives of 

every woman, man and child that I encountered in Fortaleza and other neighboring cities in north- 

eastern Brazil. I returned to the Princeton Theological Seminary community nourished, healed 

and whole again. I shall forever be indebted to Kate for her wise counsel. Moreover, I shall be 

forever grateful to God because I learned so much more about the wisdom in listening to wise 

counsel. 

I submit to you my brothers and sisters at PTS, listen to those whom God puts in your path. 

Those elders, those professors, those who have authority, those women and men who will provide 

wise counsel to you. If only you and I will listen and govern ourselves accordingly, God will 

provide miracles, mercy and marvelous grace in experiences that we could not ask or think pos- 
sible. I am a witness. 

Carol Ann North 



Timely Wisdom for the Mundane 
by Andrew Rick 

THE ELUSIVENESS OF WISDOM IS MADDENING. 
very morning I was trying to apply wisdom. 
had no regard for the present state of my dilemma. 

You see, I’m a firm believer in the 

efficacy of brushing one’s teeth - not 
only for hygienic purposes, but also out 
of respect for those with whom I share 

intimacy. However, this morning, when I 

went to control tartar and be minty 

fresh, I was greeted by a sign that dis- 

couraged the ingestion of water after 
the previous night’s flooding. There 
was no time to purchase water, or to 
boil and cool the present supply. None- 

theless, something had to be done about 

morning breath. So what was I to do? 

Well, the common response, whether 

instinctive (quick) or deliberate 

(slow), 1S to apply wisdom. What have I 

done in the past that would inform the 
present? What are the consequences of 
each possible action? With wisdom, past 
informs present while simultaneously 
anticipating future. 

Being a loyal member of the more de- 
liberate school of wisdom applicators, I 
consumed much of the time I had left to 
shave, fix my hair, and get dressed be- 

fore class trying to reveal the wisest 
decision. I won’t bore you with all the 

reflection or all the what-ifs. How- 
ever, for psychological reasons, I will 
tell you it was a very traumatic process 

of deliberation. Nothing about the 
present dilemma was perfectly symmetri- 
cal with my past, and no foreshadowing 
tipped the scale one way or the other. 

In fact, I was left with several op- 

tions, none of which seemed to have a 

clear advantage over the other. Past 
failed to encourage the present and 
future offered no hope for the present. 
In a flash of insight, I decided to seek 
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JUST THIS 
; an alternative to 

Yet wisdom this time-trap of 

wisdom. Perhaps 

something atemporal, 
Or even something eternal, could as- 

Sist. Not being very learned in these 

paratemporal modes of thought, I pon- 

dered a few abstract concepts that 

were extremely difficult to apply. 

Again, I won’t bore you with my incho- 

ate philosophizing. But, it did man- 

age to induce some more trauma. 

Finally, arms spread wide in the 

air, with a toothbrush in one hand and 

ToitabecOntnolmGreste ine tnesOLne nw 

decided to take a leap of faith. I 
plummeted into one of the few concepts 

I’ve known that 1s unbound by time and 

that has proven to be applicable in my 

life - that 1S grace. 

So, get to the point, you say. What 

did I do? How wise was the jump to 
grace when the dilemma was over tooth 

brushing and unsanitary water? 

Well, grace permitted me to not 

brush, as distasteful as the idea was. 

Relying on grace, I risked tooth decay 

and odorous emanations. I went to 
breakfast with sweats and a hat thrown 
on, unshaven, and unbrushed. I ate 

alone. While leaving breakfast, I 
noticed a person nearby pulling out a 

piece of gum. Whether 1t was more 
grace or my pleading eyes, I will 

never know, but the kind soul offered 

me a piece of Big Red. Dilemma 

solved. 

So next time wisdom is maddening 

you, consider grace. If this past 

experience of mine is any indication, 

a leap of faith from the present to 

the future may be the wisest decision. 

5 
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Learning Curves 

How steep some years are - 
Fitting a lifetime of knowledge into four quarters 

Accumulation of experiences - love, hate, exultation, and despair 
Seasons in just one year 

Mistakes from yesterday lend discretion to today 
Hope's persistence gives strength for tomorrow 

Some years are longer than others - 
Thrusting innocence into the past 
Trading trust for caution 

- Chesney Roe 
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Castaway 

Burying San Fancisco Bridge 
deep beneath the waters 
along with; aging rocks, pressed flowers, Dim song and 
Zydeco rhythms the future became clear 
as ink bled from soaken letters 

All that I knew and dreams 

lay wet and still 
While leaves of the Changing season danced upon the surface 
adding color to dimness 

And know brillance rested in its grave 
where once cherished sentiments would never be revisited. 

-Stacy Gray 
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Remembering my great-grandparents 

(For my wife) 

Frail and noble in his old farmer’s age, 

There was a silence in his death, 

And a mystery in his peaceful casket-face. 

She in her innocence continued to talk with him, 

Calling his name into the lonely air 
As we bathed her body. 

Her words burdened me, even then, 
With the knowledge her senility could not hold, 
That he had left and was not coming back. 

So I can’t explain to you, Ingrid, 
Why your sweet face recalls their distant memory, 
Or why the confusion of our present questions 

Seem somehow answered by those widow-cries, 
Unless there was, in the depths of her mourning, 
A beautiful truth that, only now, I am able to understand: 

He was always with her. 

Always. 
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I. Wisdom is a blue hewn soul 

left ragged and withered on a cold tile floor 

where innocent blood clots unforgiving and cold 

and young eyes blink a mystery churned up to the fore. 

Emergence 

When in Youth 

I first did glimpse 

all that kindled kinetic souls, 

the innocence and peace 

that I too saw 

I felt the satisfaction. 

Did I know? 

My mind so small, 

was it even born— 

I cannot tell. 

Neither can I proclaim 

thus reclaim the abstract fog 

that stills my sobbing heart so. 

Did I know? 

Did I know? 

IT. Wisdom is a lonesome song 

registered low in the fabric of a well worn night, 

clumsy and awkward, its melody long 

spawned tragic from lips pursed heavy and tight. 

Play 

The Day did come 

with brilliance and promise, 

inviting me to hear its song. 

I listened with ear 

half straining 

half sleeping, 

remaining in an 

Arm of Elysium, 

held strong enough 

to distill all thoughts 

of a coming escape. 

A lowly chant it was. 

(continued on the next page) 
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IIL. Wisdom is a furious mask 

put on crooked and loud and with a mem’ry secured, 

its purpose to frighten and slink in the past 

bitter as anise the visage inferred. 

Disguise 

Was it with age, 

pace too quick, 

or with eye, 

stained, specked with truthful blood 

that I gained the 

sickening mask that dons my honesty, 

splayed before the world? 

Pinned and Wriggling... 

Could I have been so careless? 

Did I still not know? 

Perhaps I knew too much. 

Wisdom is a leaking sky 

secreting soft secrets of liquids in drops 

that when amassed might boil over to a smothering high 

with measures of anger unable to stop. 

Hokmah 

The silent rain, 

my body chilled— 

cold. 

The thunder gone onward 

marching out in the night 

but I sit scared in this Winter— 

this shortness of Light. 

Discontent— 

Dissatisfied— 

I knew too much. 

Now all ears: 

straining, questioning, 

Awake: 

the fog of earlier days surrounding, 

engulfing me. 

Memories of those primal sounds 

—were they sounds at all— 

O, for what I knew 

when I did not know. 
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V. Wisdom is a blue hewn soul 

left ragged and withered on a cold tile floor 

where innocent blood clots unforgiving and cold 

and old eyes close in mystery churned up never more. 

Ontology 

The brooding skies rumble distantly 

as the march of Darkness 

draws toward its end. 

A breeze sings its pleasantries 

and apologies to the fading hopes 

of restless days 

and imposing nights of wonder. 

Where has it all gone? 

A bland maturity, invasive 

because of a seemingly enduring quality 

Fathering boyhood dreams of 

sandlot games and 

sandlot lifestyles. 

Where has it all gone? 

The bulking thunderheads swallow— 

washing away all with the 

rains of solemnity and silence. 

Poised and steady, 

I am now ready. 

Come swiftly, 

sweet Night. 

by Joel Lindsey 
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Wisdom starts with humility... 

RESCUE ME (Freestyle version) by Charles Manchild for the CD “LoveOne World” 
LoveOne Edu-tainment © ASCAP 1998 

INSPIRATION: Jeremiah 1:8 

O, my Lord, my God would you please 

come, heal, forgive, and rescue me. 

I’m nobody, never was nobody wouldn’t be anybody if not for Somebody who don’t have 

a body but who’s all around me now I can say that I can be somebody. Now I get up in 

the mornin’ yawnin’ rubbin’ my eyes the right way to start another rough day. But hey the 

only way I can spark it off is if I step back and pray to the One who sent His Son to save 

this one and after this is done then the day has begun. 

Set. I walk right to the closet. No shoes and suit and I grab the jeans and boots. But 

before I jets, I rabbit-ear the pockets, so the suckers on the hunt for paper know I ain’t got 

it. Ready to go I open the front door but before I go out I gots to throw out: 

O, my Lord, my God would you please 

come, heal, forgive, and rescue me. 

It’s habitual, same ol’ ritual. / In the mornin’ I pause to remember the laws/ on the 

discipline and L-O-V-E/ that my Father in heaven gave me. / So I play it low with the 

water flow. / The water flow style can bust yo’ style/ cause I boil when I toil to foil the 

fool in front of me. / Harder than ice I show the fear in his eyes so he can recognize /the 

nonsense of pushin’ up the violence. /When he gets this then I turn to mist. 

How do I do this? ‘Cause I eat more pizza than a turtle ninja. / I read the Bible so much 

they call me preacher./ But forget Domino’s I like Little Ceasar’s./ I'll do what Ya want 

Lord—whatever to please Ya’/ ‘cause now I know I better go and play the ‘down low’/ 

and show that I can make it through the day when I say: 

O, my Lord, my God would you please 

come, heal, forgive, and rescue me. 

Listen to my rhyme as I do my duty yo! /A Jesus witness I am most truly yo! /Got so 

much joy I don’t be gettin’ moody yo!/ Cause my heart shines bright just like a ruby yo! / 

I got a friend from Puerto Rico who’s cooler than Coolio./ But his name is Omar, not 

Julio. / We both love God me and this Latino cause the God of Puerto Rico is the God of 
Philly yo! 

Since God is everywhere don’t be gettin’ silly yo! The God of history is the God that we 

know,/ the God of mystery is the God that we show/ on faces full of joy and confidence 

to go/ spread love from above and tell the Enemy no. / Spread love from above and tell 
the enemy no! 

O, my Lord, my God would you please 

come, heal, forgive, and rescue me. 
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To stand still 

No matter how | race to know 
the answers recede from me. 
But the more | experience 
the more | wonder 
until the questions disappear 
and only marvel remains. 

-Jon Paul Sydnor 
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Abi my years of service to the poor 

have helped me to understand that they are 

precisely the ones who better understand human dignity. 

If they have a problem, it is not lack of money, 

but the fact that their right to be treated humanly and with tenderness 

is not recognized. 

-Mother Teresa, In Her Own Words 





Miliction & CQrace 
“The Cross of Christ is the only source of light that is bright enough to illumine affliction. Wherever 

there is affliction, in any age or any country, the Cross of Christ is the truth of it. Any man, whatever his 

beliefs may be, has his part in the Cross of Christ if he loves truth to the point of facing affliction rather 

than escape into the depths of falsehood... Wherever there is affliction there is the Cross-- concealed, but 

present to anyone who chooses truth rather than falsehood and love rather than hate. Affliction without 

the Cross is hell, and God has not placed hell upon the earth.” 

Simone Weil, Gateway to God, 98. 
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Purple Then, Purple Now 

I heard the minor key of Lent 
sound first in Christmas time. 
An echo in my broken soul, 
the bitter end hauntingly foretold: 
this pure Child was born to die. 

How long, oh Lord, does Easter take? 
How long must I hang here 
nailed to the night sky, 
blood and tears of my dark hopes 
flowing from my hands, my feet, my eyes? 

I've followed you, holy Jesus, 
all the way from Bethlehem to here, 
to this dark garden, 
ripe with my own sorrow. 

Now, at last, I know 

you are my Savior, not St. Nicholas, 
that you won't give me what I most want, 
nor let me off this cross 
until I'm done dying. 

Steve Runholt 
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Opening Up 

Born naked, writhing and 

moments later wrapped, protected. 

Do we spend the rest of life dealing with this disparity? 

Comfort means nakedness will sting all the more 

when it comes inevitably. 

A darkened figure walking the street 

opens up his coat and defies again 

and again. 

Trinkets and body for sale with 

each opening the callous hardens. 

What a piece of work this fleshy exterior! 

Opened with a scratch and 

life so easily poured out and 

never retrieved. 

Born naked we spend our lives trying to clothe ourselves 

to close ourselves 

in people, words, subtle turns of phrases, slight and biting glances. 

We are disconnected. 

But who is this One who opened himself? 

Opened up his side blood and water. 

What is this baptism offered? 

of water, yes, but also fire! 

Protections washed, burned away and 

we are left naked, writhing. 

Yet in this 

new womb around me, 

wondrous tomb around me 

I am opening 

opened up. 

-gm 



Full 

In a restaurant I sit alone in the corner 

trying to eat a personal spinach pizza. 

I ordered something different, 

thinking that a different thing might go down. 

I asked the waitress, "How big is the pizza?" 

She showed me with her hands. 

"Will I be full?" I asked. 

She said I would be, 

but I leave the pizza in many pieces on the plate. 

I am ashamed, I cover it with my napkin. 

The waitress asks me if I liked the food, 

and would I rather have something else. 

No, no, I'm full I say. 

I'm not really hungry. 

I wait for the check and sip my ginger ale. 

Drinks go down easy, no chewing or tearing 

or chomping or tasting 

just down and in. 

The problem is not that I am not hungry. 

The problem is-- 

"Well if she's stopped eating, 

she must be ready to die." 

The woman at the next table says this matter of factly 

as if choosing means not eating 

when everyone knows it's the other way around-- 

she says it again, 

"She must be ready to die." 

My throat is tight, I haven't lived yet, 

I haven't lived, 

but I must be ready to die, 

for I have stopped eating. 
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On the way out the TV in the bar informs me 

that a local man has been accused 

of molesting his stepdaughter. I wait 

for the next story, sure to be about the cold 

or the latest lottery winner. 

The next story is about a babysitter accused of child abuse. 

She claims the kid fell down the stairs. 

As I walk home in the cold dark 

I thank God that I was not abused. 

I just fell down the steps, 

and it's nobody's fault. 

It's not the babysitter's fault or my fault or God's fault. 

I just fell. 

I just stopped eating. 

But I know that we are all abused. 

It's both I think, 

I was both pushed and I fell, 

maybe while we're falling we are pushed too, 

as if falling weren't enough. 

Or maybe it's only when we're pushed 

that we realize we were already falling. 

Here I am at the bottom of the stairs, 

but I think I'm ok. 

I stopped eating, 

but that doesn't mean I'm ready to die. 

I have fallen and I have been pushed, 

but now I am pulling and I am being raised up 

against gravity, against lightness, 

against everything that kept me down. 

-Heather Faller 
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Goddess 

I am a goddess 
I am a princess 

I am recreating-ME. 
I AM- 
not yours to hold, 

to mold, 
to overcome, 

to put in the slum 

Get out of my face 
Hold me in an embrace 

Let me retrace 

my story. 
It ain't too gory 
but filled with angry fathers 

and holy waters 
No I don't need your answers, 

I need space for my own. 

I need colors, 
I need lovers, 

Slip under the covers of my soul. 

I am restless, 
but feel the pulse of my energy 
springing up as life from the heart of me 
see my belly and my tits and my thighs 
all pointing to my insides. 

STOP, REWIND-don't be unkind. 

Leave me, 

Cleave me 
Where the hell am I supposed to be? 

In the chora 
I'll find my name and my face 

This place which is no place 
But how can I create something from nothing 

-unless I am a goddess? 

I AM-a goddess. 
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Pull up the concrete 
and let me feel New York City streets as country roads, 

To plant my feet on a soft earth that will lead me 
home. 
Home where the sun burns on my skin, 
and I can begin 

To balk at the miracle of my becoming 
Despite all the shit I've been through. 

My body is weary and you say shaped wrong, 
And yet, next to my dying grandmother, 

I stand strong. 
I want to reach my young life into her body 
and run her up hills and to the water 
where she can lay on her back 
laughing and out of breath 

staring up at the blue sky and 
feeling she is loved. 

She is loved. 
Fuck you 

Fuck me 
Want me 

Leave me alone 
I am needy 

I don't need you 
I don't believe 
Tell me something I can believe in 
Even though I have to believe in something 
that's not from men 

-Amen. 

SEG 

* This poem was inspired by the women of the Nuyorican Poet’s Cafe. 

These women creatively expressed the struggle for a place of identity for them 
oy and for all women. Since none is already established for them, they must 

create their own space, the “chora” (a term borrowed from Plato). 
In the sense that they are thus creators, these women claim the title of Goddess. 
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Continuing the Ripple of Praise 
Jeremy Schipper 

The following is the reflection I gave at my mother’s memorial service on February 19, 2000. I choose to share it with you 

for three reasons. First and most obviously, it fits the theme of affliction and grace. Second, none of you had the privilege 

of spending even a moment with my mother and your lives are the lesser for that. But if I can share something about her 

and witness to the God in whom she found such strong comfort, then maybe you will spend a moment with her and your 

lives will be the richer for that. And finally, while I will not get the chance to thank each of you personally, this is my 

“Thank You” note to a body of Christ that has shown great steadfastness in the last several weeks. 

My mother loved the Psalms. The psalms were the most underlined and marked up part of her bible. She 
lived in the Psalms and was shaped by them. So I don’t know a better way to honor my mother or continue 

her vision then to return to the Psalms. 

Psalm 30 I will extol you, O LORD, for you have drawn me up, and did not let my enemies rejoice 

over me. 

O LORD my God, I cried to you for help, and you have healed me. 

O LORD, you brought up my soul from Sheol, restored me to life from among those gone down 

to the Pit. 

Sing praises to the LORD, O you God’s faithful ones, and give thanks to God’s holy name. 

For God’s anger is but for a moment; God’s favor is for a lifetime. 

Weeping may linger for the night, but joy comes with the morning. 

As for me, I said in my prosperity, “I shall never be moved. 

By your favor, O LORD, you had established me as a strong mountain; 

you hid your face; I was dismayed. 

To you, O LORD, I cried, and to the LORD I made supplication: “What profit is there in my 

death, if I go down to the Pit? Will the dust praise you? Will it tell of your faithfulness? 

Hear, O LORD, and be gracious to me! O LORD, be my helper!” 

You have turned my mourning into dancing; you have taken off my sackcloth and clothed me 

with rejoicing, so that my soul may praise you and not be silent. 

O LORD my God, I will give thanks to you forever (NRSV with minor revisions). 

This is a hard psalm to read right now. It promises us healing when death has just pounced on us. It speaks 
of restoration, when we bitterly taste loss. It calls for praise, when our voices are broken with sobs. But my 
mother saw God in these psalms. So, as my mom would have, let’s look at this psalm’s proclamation of the 
God of our mother. 

When my mom studied the bible she did it thoroughly. Much to my dismay, she insisted upon looking up 
every single bible verse referenced in the footnotes of her bible. She loved these details. And she was full 
of questions. She would have asked me, “Who wrote this psalm? When was it written? Who was it written 
for?” We would have talked about how this psalm may have originally been a prayer of thanksgiving and 
praise sung by one who had gone from physical security and material prosperity to a near-death illness, but 

had been delivered by God. This circumstance would have helped my mom understand this psalm. 

But in this hour, in this anguish, the psalmist’s circumstance provides us with little understanding. For the 
circumstance in which we gather today is far removed from the circumstance of the psalmist. Unlike the 
psalmist, my mother never knew physical security or material prosperity. And though we cried out to God, 
there was no healing. Unlike the psalmist, my mother succumbed to that vicious enemy called death. In v. 1, 
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the psalmist refers to death as “the enemy.” Death is seen as the enemy throughout the bible. St. Paul says, 

“The last enemy to be destroyed is death” (1 Cor 15:26). Death is indeed a powerful reality. And if we do not 
recognize the reality of death, if we force a stiff upper lip, if we dare not speak a word about death, then we too 

are far removed from the circumstance of this day. 

But there is something else very different about our present circumstance. We gather here today as the body of 
Christ. We read this psalm as part of Christian scripture. In the margin of her bible next to Psalm 30 my mom 
wrote the words, “Focus on Jesus.” Like my mother, we read this psalm as a witness to the victorious work of 

Jesus Christ and the reconciling mission of the God who raised him from the dead. The God we worship, the 
God of our mother, the God proclaimed in this psalm is not a god who kept a stiff upper lip, this is not a god 
who dared not speak a word about death, this is not a god far removed from the circumstance of this day. No, 
we worship a passionate and intrusive God who spoke a powerful word about death. A God who could not 
ignore the pain of this world so invaded our circumstances and declared that the final and defining word is that 
death is overcome. Our circumstance is embraced by the life, death, and resurrection of Christ. 

My mother knew the warm embrace of the resurrection. In her bible she underlined the part in verse 3 which 
reads that the Lord, “restored me to life from among those gone down to the Pit.” She lived in the reality of the 
resurrection and took strong comfort in this psalm’s witness to our resurrecting God. What does this psalm 
proclaim about the God of our mother? It proclaims that God responds to our cries by drawing us up from 
Sheol. It proclaims that God’s anger is but for a moment, but God’s 
favor is for a lifetime. It proclaims that God turns our mourning into 
dancing. It proclaims God will not let that enemy called death rejoice 
over us, but rather clothes us in rejoicing. My friends, this psalm 
proclaims that God is in the business of resurrection. 

But it’s not just resurrection in order to prolong our life. Christ did not 
suffer, die, and rise again in order that we may simply keep on existing. 
Ps 30 declares that resurrection is not just about life prolonged, but life 
transformed. In v. 9, the psalmist cries to God, “What profit is there in 
my death, if I go down to the Pit? Will the dust praise you? Will it tell 
of your faithfulness?” The psalmist’s concern is that death will end the 
praises of God and that there will be no one left to testify to God’s 
faithfulness. The psalmist remembers this concern in v. 11 and 12. 
“You have taken off my sackcloth and clothed me with rejoicing, so 
that my soul may praise you and not be silent.” In Hebrew, the words translated as “death” and “silent” sound 
very similar. This word-play suggests that silence is an imitation of death. Ps 30 declares, “if you going to be 
silent you might as well be dead.” A life embraced by the resurrection is not a life of silence, but a life of praise 

and witness. 

In what would turn out to be one of the last days my mom and I were together, we went to the Getty Museum. 
When we were in the Museum’s garden, I was impatiently walking ahead of her and at one point stopped and 
realized she was far behind me. I paused, looked back, and saw her in the midst of this garden with her eyes 

closed, her body tilted slightly backwards, and a grin as big as Jupiter on her face. I hurried back to her side 
and asked what was wrong. And she replied, “Nothing, I just stopped to feel God’s breeze.” 

(continued on the next page) 
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The psalmist commands us, “Sing praises to the LORD, O you God’s faithful ones, and give thanks to 
God’s holy name.” The psalmist is not satisfied with praising God in solitude, no everyone must get in on 

the act. Praise is not an individual matter. Call in your family, call in your friends, let’s go outside the 
doors of this church and get everyone together. Bring them all in here because life embraced by the resur- 
rection is about the community singing songs of praise and witness. Christ’s resurrection began a ripple of 
praise that spread out all over history. It spread out all over Ps 30 and it spread out all over my mother. And 

to her final days, she continued to ride that great ripple of praise. Ps 30 challenges us to participate in the 
continuation of the praise-filled song of our mother. 

And it is indeed a challenge. We may not feel much like singing. The wounds are still too fresh. God, we 
cannot ignore such furious pain. But let me assure you that’s not what we’re called to do. The resurrection 
is not about forgetting our wounds. In fact, Christ’s wounds were the very sign of his resurrection. St. 
Thomas was embraced by the resurrection when Christ invited him to put his fingers in Christ’s side and 
touch the holes in Christ’s hands. To feel the embrace of the resurrection does not mean we will feel no 
pain. My mother knew that all too well. But as the wounded Christ was raised up as a witness to God, as 
my wounded mother was raised up as a witness to God, so now we, as a wounded community, are raised up 

as a witness to God. Our witness to God may take many forms. We may witness with the eternally grateful 
conclusion in Ps. 30, or with the pain-filled “How Long?” of the martyrs in the book of Revelation. We 
may witness with the joyful song of Deborah in Judges 5 or the agonizing pleas of Lamentations. My 
mother liked to witness through the vocabulary of the Psalms and I don’t know if it is because they express 
joy with unparalleled eloquence or because nearly one-third of them are surprisingly bitter laments that 
make grief-stricken demands on God. The resurrection is not about forgetting the pain of our present cir- 
cumstance, but allowing us the break the silence of death with all different forms of witness to the only one 
who can overcome death. The God who raised Jesus Christ and the God of our mother. 

Today we have the privilege to hear and voice words and stories about my mother and how she touched so 
many of us. The world is a better place because my mother was in it. She brought a lot of good into this 
world. And our words and stories about her may carry us for the day or sustain us for the week. But eventu- 
ally the comfort and strength of her memorial will fade. We will discover that the amount of good my 
mother brought into this world is not enough to overcome the deaths of this world. 

But if we share our words and stories about my mother not only to memorialize her, but to join her in that 
great song of praise to that resurrecting god she so dearly loved, then what we do here today will carry us 
and will sustain us because it will be a witness to the only one who can overcome death. For the quality of 
my mother’s person was shaped and embraced by the resurrection. The quantity of good she brought to this 

world came directly from her quality as a singer of praises to the resurrecting God. Like Psalm 30, my 
mother has and will continue to spread the ripple of praise. And if we are to continue my mother’s vision in 
any lasting or meaningful manner, we must join her in singing God’s praises in the warm embrace of the 
resurrection. Our praises will take many forms. Some may be joyful, some may be bitter. Some may thank 
God, some may demand action. Some may bubbled up with laughter, some may be broken with sobs. But 

let’s not be silent. If silence is an imitation of death, let us break our silence and live lives embraced by the 
resurrection. Let us join our mother in continuing that ripple of praise which so defined my mother’s 
triumphant life. Then while weeping may linger for the night, as my mom had underlined in her bible, joy 
comes with the morning. 

In the Name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, Amen. 
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Starbucks 

In the chaotic buzz of Starbucks, 

Saturday afternoon, 

A man rushed his little girl into the bathroom, 

Locked the door, 

And released a fatherly rage no walls could contain. 

The fire of judgment fell hard, 

Wrathfully, 

Upon our toasted bagels and steamed milk. 

Emerging moments later, 

Now with stiff caution, 

They disappeared among oblivious conversations, 

The only sign of concern 

Revealed 

In the tear-stained eyes of a little girl, 

Once again judged, 

Trying with all her might to obey the angry whispers: 

“Stop crying! Stop crying!” 

And we wondered why our coffee tasted burned. 

Baw, 
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Film Review: Affliction and Grace 
in The Talented Mr. Ripley 

By Stephen DeMauri 

Fear of being known. Fear of rejection. Envy and self-hatred. Such are the afflictions 

of the humans soul that permeate one of this year's most noteworthy films. The Talented Mr. 

Ripley (written and directed by Anthony Minghella, based on the novel by Patricia Highsmith) 

probes the depth of alienation and spiritual brokenness that seethes beneath the polished veneer 

of its title character, ultimately exploding in ways both disturbing and heartbreaking. Given the 

stark manner in which the film explores spiritual affliction, without concluding with any overt 

expression of hope, Christian viewers are left to reflect upon how the divine grace in which we place our faith can speak to 

the human condition portrayed. 

During the opening credits of the film, the viewer is introduced to Tom Ripley (Matt Damon) with a haunting song 

entitled "Lullaby for Cain," the meaning of which becomes clear as the story unfolds. Set in the 1950's, the story begins 

with Tom as the pianist ata New York reception attended by wealthy shipping magnate Herbert Greenleaf (James 

Rebhorn). Having borrowed a jacket bearing the insignia of Princeton University, Ripley convinces Greenleaf that he is a 

fellow alumnus of that hallowed institution, when he actually works as a bathroom attendant at a theater. Greenleaf tells 

Ripley that he will pay for him to go to Italy to retrieve his estranged son Dickie (Jude Law), who lives the high life on his 

dad's tab with his wannabe-writer girlfriend Marge (Gwyneth Paltrow). The door now open to a world hitherto closed to 

him, Tom takes the senior Greenleaf up on his offer. After tracking down the junior Greenleaf near Naples, Tom convinces 

him that they were classmates at Princeton. Dickie (yes, that's actually what he is called) refuses to return to America, but 

he is amused by Tom's talent for mimicry and the newcomer's ability to make him laugh. He invites Ripley to stick 

around, allowing him to partake of the good life in the Mediterranean sun. However, this good life reveals some of its dark 

side when a young Italian woman whom Greenleaf impregnated (unbeknownst to Marge) commits suicide. 

As stated by Marge, her boyfriend's good looks and energetic charisma are such that they make persons in his 

favor feel "as if the sun is shining" on them. Such charisma, coupled with Dickie's superficial image as the man that Tom 

thinks that he would like to be, brings the insecure Tom's unresolved sexual identity issues to the fore. Ripley subdues his 

sexual feelings for Greenleaf, expressing his attachment to the latter in terms of Dickie being "the brother I never had." 

However, when Ripley accompanies his friend to scout for a new residence (as Dickie plans to marry Marge), the 

capricious Greenleaf calls Tom "boring" and "a leech." He informs him that their friendship has run its course, thereby 

withdrawing his favor as quickly as he had granted it. A fight ensues, and Tom kills Dickie in an explosion of rage over 

how he has been so harshly rejected. He then proceeds to assume Dickie's identity and the benefits contained therein, 

covering his tracks with a series of ensues, and Tom kills Dickie in an explosion of rage over how he has been so harshly 

rejected. He then proceeds to assume Dcikie’s identity and take up residence in Rome, covering his tracks with a series of 

lies and another murder when he is almost found out. Tom ultimately manages to elude arrest by the legal authorities, but 

he cannot escape from his personal hell of self-loathing that compounded sins of murders and lies have only intensified. 

He longs to be known and loved in the innermost part of himself, but lives with the affliction of believing that someone 

knowing the darkness of his heart and yet still loving him would be an impossibility, something too good to be true. This 

affliction unleashes violence from Ripley in one more murder that is the most disturbing of all, leaving any hope to be 

supplied only by the beliefs that the viewer brings from his or her own perspective. 

Given Mr. Ripley's symbolic connection between Tom Ripley and Cain, Genesis 4:14 sheds light on the nature of 

its title character's affliction. After the murder of his brother, Cain states, "I shall be hidden from your (God's) face; I shall 

be a fugitive and an wanderer on the earth, and anyone who meets me may kill me." Tom Ripley embodies something of 

the universal human affliction of being hidden from the light of God's face shining upon us, resulting in the increase of sin 

and alienation in the hidden recesses of our hearts. The grace to heal this affliction, giving us the knowledge that we are 

both known in the deepest and darkest places in our heart and yet still loved beyond all that we could think or imagine, is 

thus revealed in the cross of Jesus Christ. As John 1:3-5 testifies, "What has come into being in him was life, and the life 

was the light of all people. The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it.". May we come to know 

this grace, and somehow through its power, express it to one another. 

TALENTED. MRRIPLEY 
PATRICIA HIGHSMITH 

* This review was originally combined with one for the similarly-themed American Beauty, but the writer agreed to edit it for the sake of space. 
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GRACE ON SALE 

Its wrong to cut off other drivers, but I wedge 

my car into the parking space anyway. The other guy 

has to go further away. I get out and walk into the 

Walmart. I walk past shelves of left-over Christmas 

stuff on sale, and head for the CDs. On the way, I see 

this woman and pretend to look at her crucifix, but 

I'm really checking out her breasts. They're really 

good, and judging from the way her clothes fit so 

tight, I think she knows it. 

I'm not sure what my youth group leader would say 

if he knew what CD I choose, but I don't want my 

friends to think that Christians don't know how to 

have fun. 

I walk past the half-price Christmas cards to the 

check out counter. As I pass, I notice the baby Jesus 

on the cards. Suddenly I realize that Mary must have 

had breasts, and I wonder if they were good breasts, 

and if Jesus liked sucking them. Shocked, I set that 

thought aside. The cashier woman is dark-skinned. 

Another damn foreigner taking a job, probably an 

illegal immigrant. 

When I reach the parking lot, I get real angry 

and curse. Some d*** b****** side-swiped my car, and 

left a dent on the bumper, just where the "Jesus 

Lives" sticker is. Maybe it was that guy I cut off. 

Guiltily I wonder, did he see the sticker? 

America is a wonderful country. Affliction and 

grace are so cheap. You can buy the Incarnation 

half-price at Walmart, draw attention to breasts with 

the Crucifixion, and put your faith in the 

Resurrection on your car's bum, which is cheaper than 

putting it in your heart. Its even okay to let your 

friends know that you can be a Christian and still be 

cool, because being a Christian doesn't have to cost 

you anything. You can still do what you want. But how 
much is faith really worth, if you get it on sale? onto goosebumps. 

What a stupid state. 

NEW JERSEY 

Rubbing sunscreen 

Tim Allen 
~~ Jon Paul Sydnor 
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Topher 

Still wondering, 

still reflecting, 

still digesting memories of him. 

Like a luscious piece 

of sweet chocolate - 

sensual, full of pleasure and excitement... 

But, wait. 

Blood slowly flows 

from the open wound. 

A sharp blade 

hidden 

deep within 

the tantalizing facade. 

And I keep chewing, 

and changing, 

and learning, 

and becoming. 

-- Amy Salmon 
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Invasion-Guayaquil, Ecuador 1998 

There was no room for you in the city last night 

You gave light in your lake side cain box 

with the other children and chickens. 

But at least you don’t have to run off 

tomorrow to Egypt 

because these herods could give a damn who 

you are. 

Yet, there were stars last night 

Bright stars. 

I saw them from a town nearby. 

And Pll come by to visit you bringing frankincense 

rice and new sheets of newspaper for your windows. 

Seth Kaper-Dale 
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When I finished writing Simone Weil and the Suffering of Love there remained with me the strong 

sense that Weil's understanding of Christ's Cross involved a full vision of nature and human life, 

with the light of God penetrating both. The vision was of the beauty of God incarnate, perfected on 

the Cross, and incarnate in the world, an incarnation triumphant only in its humility in accepting the 

world and suffering for the world. Shortly afterwards with my mind so fixed, I happened to return to 

northern New Mexico, a place I had always loved. But this time I was struck by the kinship of its 

religious spirit and its natural beauty, a kinship which had found expression in its traditional 

iconography. New Mexican santos appear primitive to the untutored eye. With closer attention, 

however, one discovers in them a profound and even mystical beauty, a beauty that long ago turned 

its back on the pretty and ornate. In their simplicity they look like Weil's vision. They flow out of a 

people who lived close to harsh necessity, and who yet in Christ saw in that necessity the deep 

underlying beauty of the desert and mountains. Reflected in the art of the santero this is a beauty 

that does not celebrate the individual ego of the artist, but involves a wisdom that the santero 

submits to, and that he passes along to future generations in paint and wood. Such is his loyalty to 

his people, his land, his suffering God. 

- Eric O. Springstead, 02-21-00 

Photos: Cristo Crucificado by Charles Carillo, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1995. 

Cristo a la Colonna by Jerome Lujan, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1997. 

The Testament is a publication for creative expressions of theology and faith, produced by and for the 

Princeton Theological Seminary community. Views expressed in The Testament are not necessarily 

shared by the editors or PTS. Feedback welcome. 

Editors: Brad Gustafson & Kristi Upson 

Technical Design: Michael Wassenaar 
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“Turn your eyes upon Jesus, 

Look full into his wonderful face; 

And the things of earth will grow strangely dim 
In the light of his glory and grace.” 

-Helen H. Lemmel (1864-1961) 

Songs of Jesus poured from Momma’s shadow 
As she sang to me in the evenings 
It was then; a moment in childhood 

Amidst my small thoughts visions of Jesus 

Began, his smile bright and inviting 
Drawing me into the gentle yet firm 

Clutches of his mighty arms, a cherished 
Embrace; for I was his and he was mine. 

His presence sustained me and I needed 
No external light, and Momma’s song... 

It remained with me way into the night 
As I fought the inevitable sleep. 

Stacy Gray 
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LEADER: 

ALL: 

LEADER: 

ALL: 

LEADER: 

BUCK: 

FAMILY/ 

FRIENDS: 

LEADER: 

BLESSING OF THE GIFT OF MARROW 

for Buck Breland, March 4, 1999 

Written by Jann Clanton 

We come today to celebrate a new beginning. 

We come to bless a marvelous gift. 
Any new beginning stirs up many feelings within us. 

We feel afraid and anxious about the unknown, 

but at the same time we feel excited and hopeful 

as we look forward to new possibilities. 

The marrow we bless today offers new possibilities of healing. 
This marrow is an amazing gift from the Creator of all life, 

and a magnanimous gift from the donor. 

Thank you, Great Creator, for this gift of life and 

for the compassion and generosity of the one who donated it. 
Absolute Love, our Understanding Friend, 

we come bringing all our fears and hopes to you 

as we bless this marrow for Buck’s healing. 

Today I receive this marrow with profound hope and 

faith. I come bringing all my feelings, for “when I kept 

silent, my bones wasted away in my groaning all the day. 

For day and night Thy hand was sheavy upon me; 

my marrow dried up as in a summer draught” (Psalm 32:3-4). 
Buck, may you feel our love surrounding you and 

nurturing you, bringing you renewed energy and hope. 

And may Divine Love and Wisdom “be healing to your flesh 

and marrow to your bones” (Proverbs 3:8). 

Gracious Creator, Absolute Love, and Healing Spirit, 

bless this marrow for Buck’s healing according to 

his deepest needs of body, mind, and spirit. 

May Buck feel your resurrection power flowing through him, 

bringing a new day of health and joy and creative energy. 
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BUCK: 

FAMILY/ 

FRIENDS: 

ALL: 

O Steadfast Love, “my lips will praise you. 
I will bless you as long as I live; 

I will lift up my hands and call on your name. 
My soul is feasted as with marrow and fat, 
and my mouth praises you with joyful lips, 

when I think of you upon my bed, 

and meditate on you in the watches of the night; 

for you have been my help, 
and in the shadow of your wings I sing for joy. 

My soul clings to you; 

your right hand upholds me” (Psalm 63:3-8). 
Great Creator of all life, we praise you. 

For you have done wonderful things, 

plans formed of old, faithful and sure. 

For you have been a stronghold to the poor, 

a stronghold to the needy in distress, 
a shelter from the storm and a shade from the heat.” 
You make “a bounteous feast of good things, 

a wondrous feast full of marrow. 
You wipe away tears from all faces” (Isaiah 25:1,4,6,8). 

Loving Creator, Resurrected Friend, and Comforting Spirit, 

come with us now on our journey into the new. 

Lead us forward with your vision of abundant life, 
and help us to continue to become all you created us to be 

in your divine image, now and forever. Amen 

* Buck Breland was a member of the PTS graduating class of 2000. He died of 

Hodgkin’s disease before completing his M.Div. The graduating class is establishing 

a fund benefiting students in need of medical care while at PTS. To contribute to this 

fund, please contact the Development Office. 
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To Will 

I stand over a zillion photos of your smiling face, 

Assembling my favorites for your wedding tribute. 

Your life is lying here on the dining room table, 

Hopes and dreams, broken promises, 

A rough beginning, a middle interrupted 

By goodbye. 

I can’t say I remember your beginning fondly. 

Your life began sooner than I expected, 

12 weeks early by the count you said hello to life, 

And goodbye to the first home we made for you, 

God, your Dad and me, 

Ready or not. 

Like a wee monkey caught in a stiff wind, 

Tethered with tubes to keep from blowing away, 

Your life was not part of me anymore. 

You saw nothing as you stared at me, 

I felt nothing as I gazed back, 

Empty. 

Formed you were in part, yet whole in soul, 

But frail and tentative was the life in you. 

Nature had rushed the bond between us, 

Though at my breast some nurture flowed, 

But just enough to warm us for awhile, 

Both filled. 

Across the place where we broke bread, you laugh and play 

In images of me and you and Dad and Sara. 

Growing strong in body, a miniature man, 

Your smile has masked the fear and loss, 

And angry grown - sweet communion spoiled 

By goodbye. 

Grace abounds in love, and places of the heart, 

Like Watervale, where sun and moon and shore and food 

Remind us that there is a place we can begin again. 

Five of us, two new souls, 

Join broken hearts at our table, 

With new wine. 
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Strumming your guitar, making gutter love noise, 

You marched to a different drum, and I couldn’t follow it. 

You said goodbye, and peace prevailed again at home. 

At least it was quiet, 

Though my soul missed the beat 

Of your heart. 

A man I see before me, as you wait to say I do 

To Anne, a girl who understands you better than I did. 

She smiles at you, and doesn’t put up with your crap. 

She likes your hair a lot, 

And she’s promised you never 

To say goodbye. 

And about God, Will. Yes, God sees you naked. 

Just like when you came into the world, frail and small. 

God looked at you and said it was good. 

God said the same about Jesus. 

God’s Son and my son, 

I love you both. 

Lyn Olson 

Distance 

Barren open spaces 

can separate two minds 

lying side by side, 

filled with their own thoughts 

of each other; 

barren open spaces 

that no touch 

can either brighten or fill, 

but that remain un-traveled 

until the right word is spoken 

through the silence. 

Anonymous 
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The Single Assignment 

by Gavin Van Horn 

It is an interesting landscape—the one at the seminary. Outside, an open courtyard is hemmed in by 

buildings whose placards tell of ages gone by. Inside, there are classrooms with portraits of old 

men in all their finery, gazing placidly over rooms full of another generation of God-seekers. I 

often wonder if their expressions would remain so constant were they allowed to listen in on some 

of the discussions. In a way, it is a comfort that oils have frozen them into a particular pose of 

distinguishment; otherwise, we might find their eyes fluttering and their square jaws dropped open 

in horror a moment before unconsciousness overtook them completely. It might be an interesting 

experiment to line three of these paintings up in Stuart 6 and observe if the hands were not moved 

by the end of class to the “see no evil, speak no evil, hear no evil” position. 

No doubt, the seminary community is a unique one. A place where an invisible bubble forms like a 

dome of Atlantisian proportions—sealing secrets, dogma, and theological dialogue into an air-tight 

habitation—only connected to the outside world by an invisible umbilical cord, shaped like a fiber- 

optic cable, sending and receiving messages from local committees and presbyteries. One comes to 

feel the weighty presence of this glassy bubble, which allows the sunlight to reach in with its illumi- 

nation, but leaves the temperature to new climate-control devices. 

Some would claim that, indeed, prayers are spoken by students more frequently than at mealtimes. 

I have a theory about this. Those petitions and supplications offered by seminary students on behalf 

of the field education office, the cafeteria food, and particularly during finals are refracted backward 

like racket balls off of the bubble’s underbelly and come to rest like laundry, piled in the corner of a 

dormitory room, waiting patiently for an honest wash. After a season or two passes, the collection 

of clothing builds up to the artificial sky-dome’s top and begins to press itself against the surface 

like saline gathering in a contact lens. The bubble does its best to hold in its quarry, pressing back 

with substantial force, but like an old wooden dam relieving itself, a small, holy leak spits out, 

rising like incense smoke to the heavens. Once this leak has begun, it waits for the moment when 

an explosion will drive open the fissure and spill the contents of the bubble with fire-hydrant force 

upwards. As with any pair of pants, a small hole is bound to get bigger, ripping at an unexpected 

moment (usually on the way to an important interview or presentation), and there is nothing to do 

about it once it happens other than to smile and accept it. 

One such moment occurred to me last year. A person can say what they please about seminary 

chapel—I happen to be one who does not frequent the daily half-hour service—but Friday’s com- 

munion service is always special. What do I mean by special? This is the one time during the week 

when the sermon does not take front seat while all other bulletin items squeal from the back of the 

car to be heard. It is the one time during the week when a few important words are taken with the 

utmost earnestness: “Do this in remembrance of me.” 
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On this particular Friday, I sat hunched over my hymnal in the balcony, consequently afforded an 

aerial view of single persons I knew and married couples I did not know so well. A strange mix of 

people, some of whose stories I knew better than others. For all of the ambitious goals that filled 

each of these clay vessels—some broken, some in tact—I could not help but being amazed at this 

motley, patchwork of people. It is as if God picked up his most odd pieces of fabric, set them on a 

table and began sewing a quilt which would look so ugly, no one would buy it at their own 

grandmother’s garage sale. And yet, here we were. The “Bad News Bears” of the body of Christ. 

How does this strange group hold together, even for a day, I wondered. My answer came in the 
moments to follow. 

“*,..And while they were eating, Jesus took some bread...and broke it,’ a voice proclaimed from 

behind the small table set up in the front of the chapel. The words rang through my head, a deep 

throbbing of ungrasped thoughts and tattered memories. It was a hum, beginning at the base of 

my skull and spreading like an ink stain, overpowering me, slowly. 

“Take, eat!” My bones shook. Finding no other outlet than my eyes, the pounding began to blur 

my vision, the evidence dropping one by one onto the wood below me. 

“And when he had taken a cup and given thanks, he gave it...‘Drink from it, all of you’.’” The 

sounds resonated outward from the dais, saturating my clothing. “This is my blood of the cov- 

enant, poured out for many...blood poured out for you...” My clothing melted into my skin, 

pouring into my own veins, carrying a blood—which, while foreign, nevertheless, mixed with my 

own—pumping through my circulatory system. I found myself standing in solemn procession, my 

legs compelling me forward to the front of the place—towards the cup, towards the bread. A line 

of people, some in front of me, some behind me, formed a single, unbroken chain, which steadily 

drew me, pulling me onward to the altar. 

My mind’s eye escaped the scene. A glory shone on the people surrounding me—the library 

janitor, the single mother, the tenured professor, the African-American preacher, the searchers, the 

know-it-alls, the dreamers, the pious, the camels too big to fit through any size needle. Is this 

what heaven will be—a ragged, torn, unshrunken patchwork? With blinding force, it struck me: 

this is indeed the people of God. 

“Take, drink...take, eat...take, cry...take, laugh.’ All of us were participants and our only task— 

the single assignment given to each beat of blood in this Body was: “Take.” After I had stumbled 

back to my balcony seat, I sat immobile, letting the tears continue to drop one by one. The space 

emptied and the ordinary table wine that was bottled and shipped from a California vineyard, and 

the loaf of bread that someone baked alongside a batch of bran muffins for their morning break- 

fast, were collected and carried away. I was one of the last to file out. I wanted to hold tightly, 

like a child with a new puppy, the moment in my arms. But it was I who was being held. 

Outside, a pure sunlight glanced off the chapel columns from a sizable hole in the morning sky. 
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Progression 
By 

Norman Hatter 

Infinitude 

Plentitude 

Multitude 

You 

Choose 

Surging sea 

Raging river 

Babbling brook 

Silent stream 

Choose 

I can fly 

Touch the sky 

Maybe soar? 

Hit the floor 

Choose 

Relationship (s) 

Touched lips 

Friend ~ foe 

Getting slow 

Choose 

Bright light 

Losing sight 

I’m alright 

Is it night? 

Choose 

Funnel ~ Tunnel? 

Tunnel ~ funnel? 

Funtunnel? 

Tufunnel? 

Choose 

Me 

Multitude 

Plentitude 

Infinitude 

Chosen! 
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The Game of Risk 

There are places in our hearts that contain the 
most sacred parts of all of who we are... 
too sacred to be shared. For in sharing comes 

utter vulnerability. With vulnerability comes 
that part of us that’s human. And there’s no 
place for the utter human & the utmost sacred 
to mingle. 

But it is that very mingling which makes it truly 

sacred. 1am scared you'll no longer love me-- 
better yet, that you’ [ fove me nonetheless-- 

and this is what feeds the deepest parts of 

our soul. 

How do we mingle? 

- Jen Bird 
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Musings of a Hyperseducer 

by Andrew Tatusko 

Space and time collapse 

I can feel you 

But I can’t see you 

My fingers tremble with electric delight 

Quivering, quaking 

Your skin must be soft 

I can smell your breath 

I can almost grasp your reflection 

I long for your (inter)face 

The distance between us brings us closer 

I am numb, with you 

You surround me with light 

I can hear your heartbeat 

The thumping getting faster 

Liquid crystal sweat 

Beading at light speed 

Accelerating 

Closer 

Arching tension 

Electricity flowing through my veins 

Tingling with flushed intensity 

So vivid 

Your face 

(Am I losing myself in you?) 

I am losing myself 

(Am I lost?) 

Together we will reach the mountaintop 

We are almost there 

Closer 

Boiling rush of electrons 

Orgasm of light 

You tremble 

Electrons flow in quantum foam 

Straight from my soul 

Into you... 

You left me through a bottleneck 

I could not harness you any longer 

Your telepresent lapdance ended so quickly 

Will you be there tomorrow? 

Will you be someone else? 

10 
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greetings travelors: 

Disney / the mecca of america 
land of my father's pride? 
land for which the pilgrims cry, 
towards thee I spring. 

'I shop, therefore I am’ 
It is my heritage to consume, 

pernicious 20th century individualism 
log cabin style, 

now resides at magic castle acres 

Where I strap on cornucopic ears 
but do not hear, 
where I have a conversation with goofy 
but fail to see. 

Disney, the once ina life time hajj, 

a pillar for all faithful: 
to visit the dream, 
to encounter the heros 
to make the pigrimmage to embody 
the testament of our contempory faith. 

what ever happened to 
silent night, 
holy night, 
all is calm, 
all is bright? 

Jack Fles 
(Reverend Fles is at PTS on sabbatical from Christ Episcopal 

Church in Gardiner, ME.) 

11 
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FINANCING FAITH 

By Sarah Catherine Griffith 

We spend millions of dollars restoring the chapel 

thousands creating the right space 

but how many nickels and dimes does it take 

to build a genuine faith? 

Jackhammers bulldozers labor all day 

surrounding seminarians chisel away 

chipping carving digging nailing 

reconstructing faith silently wailing 

shelling out thousands for the right education 

hundreds to create the right me 

but how many nickels and dimes does it take 

to build a genuine faith? 

How much does it cost to sup at the table and 

is correct change needed to drink from the cup? 

investing fortunes to make ourselves pretty 

architectural facelifts with religious makeup 

but where is the one who donates body and blood 

advising, pray give everything away 

so how many nickels and dimes does it take 

to build a genuine faith? 
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Medieval Fire 

(a poem for Jeanne) 

I am a bright cathedral, 

filled with the radiance 

of Chartres 

You are a priest of romance, 

schooled in the loveliness 

of Bourges 

I offer you my vaulted ceilings 

and marble altar, 

like a tithe of my very self. 

You accept my heavy body 

and hold it like bread 

in your small hands, 

Two hundred pounds 

of warm holy stone 

broken for you 

Gargoyles and angels watch, amazed, 

as stone and blood kiss 

and burn like sacraments 

in the miracle 

of transubstantiation 

Steve Runholt 

13 



"This is communion with the unexpected. A beggar sits on a dusty road 

and welcomes you to eat. A scrawny dog, like the Syrophoenician woman, 

begs for the crumbs. Who is it that offers bread? Would you take it?" 

-Kirianne Weaver, cover artist 

The Testament is a publication for creative expressions of theology and faith, produced by and for the 

Princeton Theological Seminary community. Views expressed in The Testament are not necessarily 
shared by the editors or PTS. Feedback welcome. 

Editors: Brad Gustafson & Kristi Upson 

Technical Design: Michael Wassenaar 

Cover Artwork: Kirianne Weaver 
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